Release Objectives

- Leverage the capabilities of SAS 9.4 platform
- Ease-of-use for new Enterprise Guide users
- More for the developer
- New Analytic tasks
The ability to analyze a SAS program to determine whether there are any possible internationalization issues. When you analyze a program for internationalization, SAS Enterprise Guide lists the lines of code that might be affected and suggests substitutions when possible.

Administration enhancements, such as the new stand-alone installer and application streaming support. The new installer is much smaller, thereby making it easier to install over a distributed deployment, especially using provisioning tools such as System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM).
WHAT’S NEW

- Improved programmer productivity with the new Log Summary window, which lists all the errors, warnings, and notes that were generated when the program ran, as well as related line numbers and a sample of the affected code
- The ability to use notes to add information to a process flow or to specific objects in the process flow
- Task Gallery
- Integration with SAS high-performance tools with the addition of the High-Performance Logistic and High-Performance Linear Regression tasks
- Improved Scheduler – Windows Scheduler integration
• Simple task
• Results tab
• Code or Log tab
- Code or Log tab
• Code or Log tab
• Results
• Note
• Note linked to program (or Task)
SAS® ENTERPRISE GUIDE 6.1

TASK GALLERY
SAS® ENTERPRISE GUIDE 6.1

TASK GALLERY ZOOM
HIGH PERFORMANCE PROCEDURES

- High performance
• New Interface
WHAT’S NEW IN THE SAS® ADD-IN FOR MICROSOFT OFFICE® 6.1
Common to Enterprise Guide and the Add-In For Microsoft Office
- Task Updates
- High performance logistic and linear regression
- RFM
- Task Gallery
Support for SAS 9.4, Office 2013
Improved deployment experience
- .MSI installers, Support for application streaming
Add-In For Microsoft Office

- Support for Visual Analytics 6.1
  - Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Outlook
  - UI and Performance Enhancements
    - Improved PivotTable support (change data source with same Pivot structure)
    - Faster Outlook startup via delayed metadata load
SharePoint

- SharePoint viewing web part
- SAS Central navigation
- SharePoint 2013 Support
THANK YOU FOR USING SAS!